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Have Fun and Build Community
The Social Committee Cordially Invites You to:
Group Trick or Treat

October 31, 5:30-6:30 pm — Parents and Halloween attired Woods kids will
meet in the front yard of 608 Vallombrosa Drive, the home of the Doug and
Monica Copeland-Huberman. We’ll bob for apples, play pin the tail on the Great
Pumpkin, and then trick or treat the Woods en masse. All children 13 and under
must be accompanied by an adult or guardian. Bring 2 fresh apples for bobbing
per person (adults can participate too!). Remember, there’s safety and fun in
numbers! Will Your Home be Open to Our Halloween Tricksters? If
you’re planning to hand out Halloween treats, please let us know. We’d like to plot
a route for our Halloween Trek. Remember, if your lights are on, we’ll assume
you want to meet a few goblins.

Traditional Chapman Woods Holiday Party

Save the Date for Sunday, December 9 from 5:00-9:00 pm to celebrate the
holidays with your neighbors (Adults Only). Please bring a potluck dish that feeds
12 or more. The party will be held at the home of Roger and Michele Enngman,
731 Madre Street. Drink tickets will be available for $3 a piece at the door.
Baby Sitting So You Can Attend the Holiday Party — We’re airing two
children’s holiday films on a large projector screen, so you can attend the Holiday
Party. Neighborhood sitters will provide baby sitting services for children 4-12
at the Copeland-Huberman home. The cost is $7 per child ($5 goes to the sitter
and $2 for pizza and juice). 4:45-8:15 pm. Please pick up your children on time.  
Volunteers and Sitters Needed — Volunteers are needed to help set-up and
clear for the holiday party. Neighborhood babysitters are welcome to contact
Monica for babysitting. You must be 13 years or older. Our aim is to have 1 sitter
per 8 kids. (Each sitter can make $40 for the 4-hours!)

RSVP for all Events to Monica at
(626) 744-0593, ext. 2 or
socialchair@chapmanwoods.net
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Post Alarm Systems
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Dear Neighbors,
Woods Patrol. I am
Summer certainly went very pleased to tell
by fast. I hope you
you that there is a
enjoyed it. Christmas
lot of enthusiasm
will be upon us before and many early
long, so start your
subscribers. You will
shopping now, and
notice that we have
put December 9th at
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Presidents
Message

every eight hours.
Your participation is
greatly needed and
appreciated.
Best regards,

Roger

Roger Engemann
President, CWA
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Located on the corner of San Gabriel
& Huntington Drive
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MEMORIAL
NOTICES
Larry Gabriel and Dr.
Charles Papaz, both
residents on Vallombrosa
Drive,  passed away during
the summer.

Larry Gabriel was an
attorney, but his life-long
passion, was the theater.
He founded a theater
on the East Coast before
coming to California,
where he ultimately became
well known in the movie

industry. He is survived
by a single relative, Mark
Gabriel of Houston, Texas.
Dr. Charles Papaz was a
well respected, retired Cal
Tech professor., who was
proceeded in death by his
only child.

Bring in this ad and receive $10 off with a minimum of
$50 service or purchase
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WOW TO
HONOR LUCY
ANDERSON
Karlene Morris
When WOW’s beloved
member Lucy Anderson
passed away in early April,
she bequeathed $500.00
to the organization.  Lucy
was a “light” in both
the WOW’s and WOWWOWs. Having
moved into our
neighborhood
late in her life,
she was grateful
for the social
outlet that both
organizations
provided her.

WOW

A committee from the
WOW’s was formed
consisting of Karlene
Morris, Connie Kofahl,
and Marge O’Connor.
The charge for the
committee was to
generate an idea on how

Chairwoman
Transportation (“pickups,” food)
Ladies of Locksley
Household Donations
Cards
Singles
Cosmetic Donations
Magazines
Emergency Preparedness
    
Meals

this bequeath should be
utilized.  The committee
felt that the money should
be used in a fashion
that would emphasize
the “person” of Lucy
Anderson. Those of us
who knew her, felt that
the two characteristics
that best exemplified Lucy
were her interest in literacy
(having authored several
books herself) and her love
of a party. The conclusion
was that a summer reading
contest at Willard with
a reward of personal
books for winners, would
be something that Lucy
Anderson would have
loved.

with a gift certificate to
purchase a book or books
of their own. When the
children are returned to
the school, volunteers
from WOW’s will host a
party with refreshments.
Book plates honoring
Lucy and with the child’s
name will be affixed to
each purchase that the
children have made. I
am sure that Lucy will be
looking down and enjoying
every minute of this.

The principal of Willard
School, Kathy Onoye,
and the literacy specialist,
Sue McGoegh, have
been collaborating with
the committee to make
October 19, 2007 will be this day a success. In
“Honor Lucy” at the
addition to the committee,
Willard School. That
Sandy Campbell has been
morning five children
designing and making the
book plates. Numerous
from each of five grade
levels who have read
volunteers from the
the most books over the
WOW”s will contribute
summer will be bussed to
refreshments and other
Vroman’s bookstore.  Each support for this project.
child will be provided

Sally Birge
Faideh Shariary
Daphn Beneke
Marge O’Connor
Elizabeth Redoglia
Sally Birge
Karlene Morris
Rosemary and Cynthia Dills
Betty Gavigan
Barbara Schneiders
Judy Beaudet

577-0298
578-1600
577-4560
792-7876
792-2401
577-0298
796-3214
449-3853
795-0309
792-7472
792-4537
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WHAT’S DOING
WITH WOWWOWS??

The gals were dressed in
gay and colorful Mexican
attire and each contributed
their special south-of-the-

border dish.

at the Locksley home of
Mona Danford.  Fun of
exchanging vacation travels
and family news was
enjoyed along with lovely
morning refreshments.

variety of the jewelry
shown in the video. This
really wowed the WOWs as
they were able to examine
and model the exquisite
and pricey baubles. Mona’s
granddaughter Drew won
a door prize
of a Tiffany
book.

Sally Birge
Fun was had by all who
gathered at Ginger
Menke’s charming home
in APRIL for a FIESTA.

FLOWERS AND
WOW
Phyllis Specht
The Women of the Woods
met in June in the lovely
gardens of Shahnaz
Nehdar on Lombardy.
Tommy Farmer, a well
known local florist
discussed cut flowers and
demonstrated techniques
of creating a variety of
floral designs.  Tommy
was very generous with his
creations and blossoms,
giving them to the hostess
and prizewinners.

TIFFANY’S
WOWS WOW
Phyllis Specht
After a summer hiatus,
the WOW members
gathered in September

A crew from Pasadena Old
Town, Tiffany’s arrived
to install state-of-the-art
technology for viewing
a video that combined
history of the store along
with contemporary jewelry
designs. The staff from
Tiffany’s brought a number
of the store’s signature
blue bags containing a

JULY found them dressed
in red, white and blue
for the 4th OF JULY
and enjoying
watermelon, hot
dogs and corn
at the home of
Karleene Morris.
As you can see
from the photo

this group of lively women
enjoys a good laugh!
The ITALIAN FEAST,
held in SEPTEMBER in
an Italian cabana, was the
best event yet! Hostess
Elizabeth Redoglia
prepared her famous
“made from scratch” pasta
and delicious sauce…a
taste from the gods!

Top: Hostess: Mona Danford,
Guest speaker: Paige Pomerantz,
Manager, Tiffany & Co,
Pasadena
Bottom: Maria D’Amario,
Hostess; Mary Randall, Doris
Crosby, Margie Lowe-Francis,
owner Margie’s Dress Shop in
San Marino, and Betty Gavigan
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THE NURSERY
WARS ARE
OVER!
Kenneth Todd Ruiz
Staff Writer, Pasadena Star
News
PASADENA - The
nursery wars are over.
Present Perfect Nursery
and Garden Center will see
its 19th year of operation
after becoming the second
nursery to be spared from
eviction by Southern
California Edison, nursery
owner Alvin Toma said
Friday.

Environmental groups
gathered last Saturday to
protest the eviction notice by
So Cal Edison to Present
Perfect Nurseries and
Garden Center, citing Aug.
31 as the deadline.
Photo by Terry Miller

“They came down to the
nursery and offered me the
same thing they offered
Persson’s, so needless to
say, I’m so relieved,” Toma
said of the developer
planning to build on the
Edison right of way in
East Pasadena.

Similar to the deal
Persson’s Nursery won for
Artical taken from:
its expansive site on East
http://www.
Sierra Madre Boulevard,
pasadenastarnews.com/news/
Toma said his nursery
ci_6716257
on Kinneloa Avenue was
“Nursery will remain on
granted an extension
right of way land’ by Kenneth until a long-term lease is
Todd Ruiz Staff Writer,
08/25/2007 01:44:00 AM negotiated.
Toma had rejected offers
from Edison to move the
nursery to San Gabriel or

Eagle Rock because the
locations were unsuitable
or required him to share
the space.

for the nursery and open
space in the shadow of
Edison’s transmission
towers.

RHC Communities’s plans
for self storage met strong
resistance from community
members and prompted
debate about preserving
open space.

Gene Masuda, who joined
POSP during his campaign
to unseat Haderlein earlier
this year, lobbied the City
Council to do the same for
Toma’s business.

Had Edison evicted the
nurseries, its developer
might have found a chillier
reception when it asks the
Pasadena City Council to
approve any storage plans.

In June, Mayor Bill
Bogaard’s intervention
helped broker Persson’s
lease deal after the nursery
owners had battled the
land owner and developer
for more than a year.

“They’re trying to
craft something that
is acceptable to the
community,”said
Councilman Steve
Haderlein, who represents
East Pasadena. “RHC is
trying to find something
that will survive that
process.”
Any proposal that includes
public storage will likely
be opposed by two groups
that have mobilized under
the banner of preserving
open space.
Members of
Open Space
Now and
Pasadena
Open Space
Preservation
rallied earlier
this month

Bogaard credited Haderlein
Friday for making the case
for Present Perfect and
winning round two.
continued on page 9
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Nursery
contiuned from page 8

“I’m glad that Present Perfect
and RHC/Edison came to an
agreement,”Haderlein said. “I’m
glad to have played a role in
keeping the nursery at its location
here in our community.”
Edison’s plans have been in line
with shifting land uses on its rights
of way. Many such plots have
been developed in recent years to
increase their revenue-generating
potential.
todd.ruiz@sgvn.com
(626) 578-6300, Ext. 4444
www.insidesocal.com/pasadenapolitics
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SERVE ON THE
WOODS BOARD
IN 2008

This issue of The Call was designed by

Monica Lee Copeland & Company
advertising
branding & marketing
copywriting & design
event planning & invitations
licensed fundraising counsel

The Chapman Woods
Association provides an
excellent opportunity for
you to put your talents
to good use, meet your
neighbors, and improve
your community at the
same time. The Board
meets once a month and
the responsibilities of
Officers and Directors
are designed so that
they do not take up too
much time. We’d love
to have you work with
us. Please contact Maria
Finnegan, our Nominating
Chairman, at (626) 7961235 to learn which
positions are available.

office: 626 / 744-0593 fax: 626 /744-0563
3579 E. Foothill Blvd. #781, Pasadena CA 91107
consulting@monicaleecopeland.com

One thing
you can
count on
when the rest of the
afternoon has let you down.

$25.00 Discount
Applies only to first cleaning
422 S. Pasadena Ave

626-564-8724
www.merrymaids.com
New customers only. Not valid with other offers.
Valid only at this location. Cash value of 1/1000 of
1 cent. Offer good through 01/31/2007.
© 2006 Merry Maids L.P.
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SUPPORT
HIGH SCHOOL
COFFEE
CONTEST
Dear  Neighbors,
Having retired from local
politics a few months
ago, I wanted to take a
moment to share with
you my current passion
and project. Our local
Pasadena Unified All
Star Band has been
invited to participate
in the London New
Year’s Day Parade and
Festival. We have over
80 student musicians
from our 4 high schools
interested in participating
in this event, but the
fundraising required is
daunting. So, we have
come up with the idea

of a Coffee Contest
between our 4 high
schools.
I hope you will join
me in enjoying a
delicious cup of coffee
in support of your
favorite local high
school. And, although
the Order Form does
not have a separate spot
for it, any additional
donations you would
like to make would be
gratefully accepted and
acknowledged!
Donations should be
made on a separate
check to: “PEF-ALL
STAR BAND/London”
but can be included in
the same envelope with
the coffee order! Thank
you very much for taking
a moment to consider

EMAIL / QUESTIONS or
this opportunity and
thank you for supporting ORDERS:
pusdcoffee@sbcglobal.net or call
our student musicians.
Joyce at (626) 577-6829
Best wishes.

Peter
Peter Soelter
CHECKS PAYABLE:
“All Star Band” - Please
write CA Driver’s License
Number and “London” on
memo line
MAIL ORDERS:
Joyce Wedseltoft, 1370 E.
OrangeGrove Blvd, #6,
Pasadena, CA, 91104

HALLOWEEN SAFETY
Thurs. Oct. 25, 6 pm-9pm
Wescom Bank has partnered with the Pasadena Police
Department to present a Halloween Safety Awareness
Program. The outdoor event, to be held on the grounds
of the Pasadena Police Department at 207 N. Garfield
Avenue in Pasadena, begins with a Halloween safety
presentation by McGruff the Crime Dog and continues
with a children’s costume contest and a screening of
Tim Burton’s The Corpse Bride. Also, the Pasadena
Fire Department will be on hand to answer questions
and let kids “drive” the fire truck. Both children and
adults are encouraged to attend in costume. Halloween
goodie bags, child fingerprinting kits, and candy will be
provided to attendees.

*An abbreviated letter from Peter
Soelter. For full details about this
project, refer to the CW Website.
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ROSEMEAD
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT—
REPLY LETTER
John Wickham

Date: Aug 22, 2007

I have been in contact
with the design engineers
for the Rosemead
Improvement Project to
start in 2008.  My concerns
involved the traffic control
at Mountain View Ave.
and Rosemead. Also, the
section of Rosemead
north between Colorado
Blvd. and the 210 Freeway
underpass. The following
is the reply I received from
the county:

We have completed our study of the subject intersection
and have the following to report. We have determined
that maintaining the restriction of left-turn movements
from Mountain View Avenue to Rosemead Boulevard
and the restriction through movements across
Rosemead Boulevard is in the interest of traffic safety.  
Therefore, we will be incorporating a raised intersection
island which will generally overlay the existing painted
island into the redesign of Rosemead Boulevard in
order to more positively effect these restrictions.
Reconstruction of Rosemead Boulevard is scheduled to
begin in late 2008.

I hope this information
is helpful. If anyone
else in Chapman Woods
has concerns or wants to
suggest minor changes to
the project, contact the
county or Greg Jaquez.

The Chapman Woods
Association Recommends

California
Marketing
for Your Printing Needs
As the official printer of The Call,
they do an excellent job.
Contact Fred Capriccio at
626-568-8700
to place your order today.

Mr. Wickham,

I also want to mention that we are still working on
a solution to improving the centerline barrier on
Rosemead Boulevard north of Colorado Boulevard.
Greg Jaquez, P. E.
Traffic Investigations Section
Traffic and Lighting Division
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works
(626) 300-4854
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CHAPMAN
WOODS
POOL BASH
The Social Commitee
It’s been a couple of years
since the Social Committee
put on a summer party—
and this one was really
excellent because it was
family-oriented.
Held at the CopelandHuberman home, 608
Vallombrosa Drive, over
60 neighbors arrived with
their swim gear and towels
for the party. Of the

60 guest about 15 were
children who took over
the pool—although a few
adults like neighbors Peter
and Kary Radestock joined
them.
The group dined on
barbequed chicken, turkey
dogs, baked beans, cole
slaw and salad while they
listened to the fantastic
blues of The Bobby
Griffen Band. Hosts
Doug and Monica Lee
have booked Bobby
for a number of their
parties. According to
Doug, “Bobby is ever

the showman, leaving the
gazebo and mixing with
friends while they are
dancing.” Bobby called
Loretta Hoffman, who
serves on the Association
Board, and her husband
Robert out to the dance
floor and they took up the
invitation.
Some new neighbors
joined the festivities
as well. Dr. Odajinrin
brought his son and
daughter. They moved
to Chapman Woods in
February 2006. Other
neighbors that attended

included Beringer, CachoSousa, Birge, Crowley,
Dill, Hatch, Johnson,
Kenilvorts, Lee, PavonSaiden, Peter, Reys, Rike,
Swartz, and Thornton.
If you would like to help
put together more events
like this, please contact
Monica Lee Copeland, 1st
VP and Social Chair. Right
now, the Social Committee
is working on a Halloween
event, the Holiday Party,
and the Annual Dinner.
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MEET YOUR
NEIGHBOR
SERIES
Harry Greenwood,
Chapman Woods Website
Manager
Like a many of my
Chapman Woods friends,
I became involved in
hobbies in my younger
days that have given me a

Top: Willow Spring, CA, 2005

Bottom: Riverside International
Raceway, 1979

lifetime of enjoyment,
challenge, and a way to
put aside the day-to-day
stresses of business life. I
chose to spend many years
involved in motorsports,
as a competitor and later
an instructor of singleseat, formula car racing,
and as a motorcycle
roadracer.
Roadracing is a sport
that involves competing
on asphalt tracks laid
out like winding country
roads (which is where
the sport originated in
Europe in the 1890’s).  
Events are often held
in scenic surroundings
across the country, and
scores of people compete
each year at the amateur
and professional level.
Like most hobbies, all
it takes to get started is

the purchase of some
equipment (in this case
a sports car or racing
motorcycle), some
qualified instruction, and
a commitment to spend
a lot of your time and
money on a pastime you
enjoy.
I began my involvement
in racing while in my
mid-20’s, taking up
the challenge on a
dare from one of my
co-workers in New
York. After attending a
series of motor racing
schools, I bought a small
Volkswagen-powered
“track car,” and began
spending many of my
weekends traveling
throughout the country
competing in a variety of
events and contests.

Page 17
It was a great opportunity
to “see the U.S.,” and my
travels included racing in
New York, Connecticut,
Georgia, Illinois, Texas
and Canada.
With experience, our team
became more and more
successful, and we moved
into increasingly advanced
(and faster) classes.
Our cars were built in
Europe, and featured
500-horsepower motors
capable of over 170 mph.  
Our racing motorcycles,
ridden on non-car
weekends, were only
slightly slower. Races were
held in all conditions, dry,
damp, and in the pouring
rain. The enjoyment
and rewards were great,
including some race
victories, and culminating

in a year-long Regional
Championship in 1976.  
Unfortunately, the risks
were also significant, and
a few high-speed mishaps
left me with a number of
miscellaneous injuries.
After deciding to curtail
my active involvement
in the sport, I was asked
to instruct a number of
up-and-coming roadracers
at a professional driving
school in New York. This
also proved very satisfying,
as I watched some
extremely talented
drivers pursue their
ambitions on a
professional level.

caught up with me, and
I stopped competing
“officially” some years
ago. My current activities
are limited to periodic
“Track Days,” where a
group of us rent a race
track for a day, and are
still able to drive or ride
with no speed limits to test
our high-speed skills. We
also attend professional
events as spectators, and
marvel at the progress the
sport has made; 210 mph
is now not unusual, and

participating is much safer
than when I competed.
Fortunately, I have also
been introduced to the
wonderful sport of golf,
where I can still compete
in scenic surroundings,
and drive our golf cart
(fast!).

Eventually, age
and the cost of
competing in an
expensive sport

Top: Phoenix, AZ 1980

Bottom: Test Day, 2000
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W elcome
NEW NEIGHBORS
AUDREY URQUIDI
AND CECELIA
GILLIAM
I am very pleased to be
part of Chapman Woods.
My address is 3532
Thorndale Road. I was
born in Alhambra, raised in
San Gabriel and previously
lived in Temple City and
Arcadia.
I live with my daughter
Cecelia, a senior at Alverno
High School in Sierra
Madre. I have an older
daughter Lisa, who does

PAVONS—
NEW RESIDENTS
ON IVYDALE
We are new in the area and
can’t wait to meet all the
nice people in Chapman
Woods. We are Manny,
Ana, Mia, Adam and Ethan
Pavon. We met some of
you at the Easter Egg
Hunt and then at the CW
Pool Party in August. We
hope to meet more of
you at upcoming events.
We bought the house that
belonged to the Baker’s at
3671 Ivydale Ct. A little
over a year ago. We’ve
spent this whole time
doing some remodeling

not live with me. She is
out on her own living in
Glendale. She does visit
often as 20-somethings do
when they want a home
cooked meal, or to bend
mom’s ear (or wallet).
My passion is cycling. I
often ride my bike on
California Blvd and San
Pasqual, and have always
thought that this was such
a beautiful neighborhood.
The mature trees, the
homes lined with rose
bushes and the occasional
dog that somehow sees
fit to chase me for a
and lots of renovating
and have finally and
officially moved in as of
August. Although we are
loving the house more
each day, we still have
a ways to go (with”part
2” of the construction).
Our kids have just started
pre-school and pre-k. We
are hoping to have many
play dates with our new
neighbors and friends.
Mia (4), like all little girls,
loves princesses, art, ballet
and the outdoors. Adam
(3), as most boys, loves
roughing it up outdoors
catching lizards,bugs etc.
Ethan (almost 2) loves the
same as adam and is a great

t o

block or two. In 2006 and
recently in 2007 I rode
with Aidslifecycle from
San Francisco to Los
Angeles, 565 miles raising
money and awareness for
those afflicted with AIDS.
I hope to again ride with
Aidslifecycle in June of
2008.
I am the Office Manager
at Tetra Tech, Inc. just 1 ½
short miles from Chapman
Woods. I have received a
warm welcome from many
of my neighbors and look
forward to enjoying many
years in the area.
singer too. As soon as we
are settled in, we’d love
for you to come on over
for a little meet and greet.
We’ll keep you posted on
that! Our e-mail address is
Pavcoinc@msn.com
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CONGRATS—
JENNIE AND
CHRIS MCNULTY
HAVE TRIPLETS
My name is Jennie
McNulty and I live with
my husband Chris and
1-year old son Luke at
3601 Yorkshire Road.  I
wanted to announce in
the upcoming Chapman
Woods Call that we just
had identical triplet girls
on Monday, August 20,
2007.  They came a little

early (10 weeks).  Here
are their stats:
Nancy Rose born at
11:11 am, weighing
in at 3 lbs, 3 ozs and
15” long, Madison
Dolores born at 11:13
am, weighing in at 2
lbs, 14 ozs and 15.75”
long,Sophia Nicolette
born at 11:15 am,
weighing in at 1 lb, 7
ozs, and 12” long.
Their combined weight
(7 lbs 8 ozs) was less

than their older brother
Luke’s birth weight of
8 lbs 9 ozs.  Luke is one
year old!
We feel very blessed and
are excited for them to
come home. They will
be in the hospital probably until the end of
October.

The Chapman Woods Call
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Classified Ads
AKC
REGISTERED
COLLIE PUPS FOR
SALE!
Dina Grady
3639 E. California Blvd.
I have a litter of AKC.
registered 4 week old collie
puppies. These puppies
come from Champion
bloodlines on both mother
and father’s side. I have
been showing collies since I
was 7-years old.
I have two, possibly
three pups left that need
wonderful homes. If
anyone is interested they
can give me a call, or email
me at kenmarecollies@
yahoo.com
Interested puppy lovers can
also go to the web page
that is devoted to the collie
show world
colliesonline.com and look
up “Kenmare Collies” this
is my registered kennel
name, and they can see
the father, mother, and
maternal grandfather.
All my puppies come with
papers and are health &
temperament guaranteed!!
I am very picky where my
pups go, but I know the

families in “The Woods”
are wonderful homes.

RENT YOUR
GUEST HOUSE
Single female seeking guest
house in Chapman Woods
area. Ready to rent, call,
Sandra Mara at (626) 4578268.

BABY SITTING
SERVICES
Nicole Giannotta is
available for babysitting,
housesitting or pet care.
Please call (626) 808-7576.

DO YOU HAVE
A COMPUTER
PROBLEM?
If you ever need help
with computer problems,
call David Smith.  He is
knowledgeable, prompt
and will come right to your
house. Since he lives in
Sierra Madre, quite often
he can arrive immediately
when problems arise. He
charges $50 per hour.  His
home number is 355-3033;
his cell number is 633-6866.
(Highly recommended by
Sharon Giannotta)
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CHAPMAN
WOODS WEBSITE
UPDATE

that will help us keep
track of memberships,
dues, and new
residents in the Woods.

Harry Greenwood
Chapman Woods
technology continues to
grow! We’ve redesigned
our website categories, and
are working on building
new content. Some
additional enhancements
include:
•

•

The creation of an
email system that will
notify Association
members of Chapman
Woods events, news
and neighborhood
issues we all need to be
aware of;
The development of
a streamlined database

FILMING IN THE
WOODS
Dick Patton
As the Fall season
begins, filming for
television commercials
and pilots has, as in
the past, picked up.
Monies from donations
from the production
companies have
replenished our treasury
which was depleted by
legal fees during the
Kohl’s negotiations.
Funds from filming are
periodically distributed

to the following: WOW
programs, Willard
and Wilson schools,
miscellaneous charities
and common area needs.

ARMED SECUITY
PATROL FOR THE
WOODS
Dick Patton
The first and second
notices for the Woods
residents voluntary sign
ups with Post Alarm
System have gone out and
as of this posting there has
been significant response
for the service. Our goal
is to have enough residents
sign up to allow for four
complete patrols of the
Woods every eight hour

shift or a minimum of
12 per day. If we can get
enough subscribers we
can have a patrol car in
our area 24-hours 7-days a
week.
If there comes a point
in time when there are
only a very few crime
incidents a year in our area
we will have achieved our
priority goals. Though
this is a voluntary sign
up we encourage all who
can to subscribe. This is
not only beneficial for
the subscriber residents
but will affect our entire
neighborhood in a positive
way.
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International
Baccalaureate
Primary Years World
School
“Committed to
Success”
Dr. Kathy J. Onoye, Principal
Willard Elementary Ties for
#1 in Pasadena Unified
Willard IB magnet
makes the largest
growth of any PUSD
school since the baseline
CST scores of 2001.

This year, we made all of our
API targets, and all of our
sub groups have scores above
the state goal of 800. Our
API this year is 841. Our API
score is tied for the highest in
the district, and our students
have the highest overall math
scores. We, as a staff, have
spent several staff meetings
analyzing our strengths and
weaknesses of our incoming
students and have set our goals
for this coming school year
Choose Pasadena Unified.  
Choose Willard and Wilson:
your neighborhood schools.
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Women of the
Woods Befriend
Willard School

cameras and we were able
to institute additional
projects around our
school. Our fall project is
to honor Lucy Anderson,
Dr. Kathy J. Onoye,
who was a beloved resident
Principal
of Chapman Woods and
benefactor to our young
We send a very special
thank you to the Women of readers. In October we
the Woods for their support will make a special trip to
Vroman’s Bookstore for the
of Willard Elementary,
Willard students who have
the students and teachers.
read the most books this
Willard Library purchased
past summer. The students
books, the photography
will be able to select books
elective purchased several
through this special legacy.

Women of the Woods
volunteers will assist the
students at Vroman’s
and afterwards host a
celebration at school.

Honoring 9/11 with our Peace Doves
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Interior Ads
• Full Page $100 per
issue or $375 per year
• ½ Page $60 per issue
or $215 per year
Loretta Hoffman
• ¼ page 40 per issue or
There are 400 families
$145 per year
living in Chapman Woods. • Business card $25 per
Why not reach out to them
issue or $90 per year
with your business services • Back Cover Full Page
and talents. Before you
$150 per issue or $500
pick up the telephone
per year
book or look elsewhere,
There are 4-5 issues per
network within your own
year.
neighborhood.

CONSIDER
ADVERTISING IN
THE CALL

For more information or
to advertise, contact:
Loretta Hoffman (626)
395-9901

WHAT’S COOKING
THIS FALL?
PECAN TARTS
Jane Marks
Crust:
1 3 oz. pack of Cream
Cheese
1 stick of butter
1 cup of flour
Filling:
¾ cup of chopped pecans
½ teaspoon vanilla
1 egg
1 cup dark brown sugar
pinch of salt
Combine crust ingredients
with hands.

Roll one inch balls into
gem tart pans.
Mold with fingers into
sides to edge of pan.
Keep cool
Mix filling gently with
spoon.
Fill each tart about ½ full.
Bake at 350 degrees 15-20
minutes until crust is light
golden
I make these around
Thanksgiving time and
everyone loves them.
They are like mini pecan
pies.
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In 100-plus years, there has
never been a more pivotal time
in the history of Methodist
Hospital—and the future of
healthcare in our community.
As demand for emergency
and critical care services
increases daily, nearing the
limits of capacity, we’re
taking positive action.
Expanding our facilities
and resources, investing
in important technology,
and making this commitment:
that the finest medical and
life-saving services will be
here, for you and your family
when you need them.

This ambitious initiative builds
upon essentials, with a new,
state-of-the-art emergency
department and critical care
unit, expansion of our awardwinning cardiac care program,
and increased medical/surgical
capacity. A premier medical
campus, supported with the
latest innovations in diagnostics
and treatment.
It’s The Next Generation of
Care. And it belongs to all of us.
Please embrace this moment,
acting with foresight and
generosity, so that together we
can bring these vital resources
to our community.

It’s The Next Generation of
Care…happening now at
Methodist Hospital.

To find out how you can get
involved, call or write today.

of Southern California

300 W. Huntington Drive / Arcadia, CA 91007 / 1.888.388.2838 / www.methodisthospital.org

